
Color
Foundational color vocabulary:
 Primary: pure hues from which all other colors can be mixed
  Artist mixing: yellow, blue & red
  Additive: red, green & blue....RGB/screen color. Color viewed as projected light.
  Subtractive: cyan, magenta & yellow. CMYK/print subtractive color. Color viewed as reflected light
 
 Secondary hues/ colors: (occur when primaries are mixed) green, orange. vilolet
 
 Tertiary hues/colors: (occurs when mixing two secondary colors) yellow-green, blue green, blue violet, 
 red violet, red orange, yellow orange  
 
 Complimentary hues/color-  directly opposite one another on color wheel

 Hue-name of color

 Value- darkness or lightness of a color. Colors with black added are shades. Colors with white added are tints 

 Saturation- brightness or dullenss of a color

 

Harmonious color palette:
 Monochromatic color-variations of a single color. Tints and shades of a single color or hue

 Color complements: colors opposite from each other on the color wheel

 Analogous: combines three “neighbors” on the color wheel

 Color triads: hues in a color scheme that are equidistant from one another on the wheel

Color to control space:
 Hierarchy of elements using color. Some colors advance others recede.
   Advance: warm colors red, orange, yellow, high saturation colors, colors light in value
   Recede: Cool colors violet, purple, brown, low saturation colors, colors dark in value
  

VOCAB



Color & mood: color is a language that is universally understood. We can predict, with some degree of 
certainty, that people will respond in a consistent way when they see a certain color or color combo. Although 
some colors have universal meaning, other color/combos have social or cultural connatation. It is important to 
understand these differences. 

Color Psychology (Western culture)
Blue: calming, honesty, cool reliable, sad
Red: Stimulating, exciting,dangerous,aggressive
Yellow: Sunlight, citrus, imaginative, cheerful, cowardly
Purple: Regal, majestic, creative, futuristic
Orange: hot, active, tangy, childlike
Green: Nature, growth, financial wealth
White: pure, innocent, clean
Black: elegant, mysterious, ominous, sober, sophisticated
Brown: Earthy, organic, rich, flavorful
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